
Checklist and Considerations 
for

Diploma Bound Speech/Language Students
Transitioning into Middle or High School

~Language Disorders~

Name __________________________________________ Date________________
Before transitions students on to Middle or High School please 
consider the following:

Yes No Negatively 
Impacts 
Student

If this student is an ESL student,  does he/she exhibit difficulties with 
language activities that are NOT related to English being a second 
language?  (This student has been in the country 3 or more years 
and his/her expressive/receptive language skills and continues to 
have considerable difficulty)

Does this student struggle to follow directions in the regular 
education and/or ECE classroom?

Does this student struggle to answer comprehension questions 
based on core content material presented with accommodations in 
place?

Does this student have an MLU lower than the expected MLU of his 
similar aged, same grade peers?  (Remember:  If this student is an 
ESL student - compare them to other ESL students who speak the 
same language who have been in the US the same # of years)

Does this student exhibit grammatical and/or language mechanic 
difficulties (compared to similar aged, same grade peers who speak 
the same native language?

Does this student continue to struggle in the regular and/or ECE 
classrooms with completing language arts based activities with 
accommodations and SDIs in place?

Does this student struggle to perform at his/her expected potential 
or at their IQ level?

Does this student receive ECE services for other areas?

Is this student hesitant to participate in class?

Does this student demonstrate pragmatic or social language skills 
that keep him/her from being an effective communicator across 
academic settings?

If this student is a speech plus student,  and the ECE and SLP both 
work on language based goals…are those goals different enough 
that the time spent in Speech/Language therapy not considered to a 
more restrictive area?

Do you have data on every goal indicating or proving that this 
student continues to benefit from receiving Speech/Language 
therapy?

Has this student continued to make progress toward his/her goals? 
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*If you have marked “NO” to a majority of the considerations, this student
may not be a candidate for transitioning to Middle or High School
with Speech as a related service.

*If you have marked “YES” to a majority of the considerations AND 
indicated that the indicators negatively impact his/her education, Please do
the following:
1. Hold a transition meeting and amend the IEP to reflect speech/language

time compatible with the Middle/High school schedules (i.e. 1 x 30 mpw, 1 
x 45 mpw, or 1 x 50 mpw.

2. Do not put restrictions on the LRE. (ex: Student will only be pulled for
speech/language services from related arts)

3. At the meeting prior to your student(s) transition into Middle or High
School, please have the parent sign a permission to evaluate using
the “A” model - (putting an E next to areas in question) so the
receiving clinician does not have to hold two meetings to release if
needed.

4. Make sure any goals you write are not duplicated by the ECE teacher
or can be effectively followed through in the classroom setting.

5. Please do not send students with so many goals that data collection
is impossible to do (17 short term goals are too many).

6. Contact the receiving SLP and discuss this student with him/her.

Is this student a willing and motivated participant in Speech/
Language therapy?

Before transitions students on to Middle or High School please 
consider the following:
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